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Abstract—We analyze the relation between user interests and
their perceived psycho-demographic attributes using Twitter
data, training models for predicting various personal traits of
users. In contrast to existing work, which bases predictions on
the textual tweets produced by users, we leverage the fact that
users are embedded in the Twitter social network.
We examine the accounts that our users follow, and use
them to determine the high-level interests of these users, then
use these areas of interest as features for predicting perceived
personal traits. We cover target attributes such as gender, age,
educational background, political stand and personality.
We evaluate our technique on a dataset of over 4,000
Twitter user profiles. We use crowdsourcing to annotate these
user profiles with perceptions regarding their personal traits,
and correlate these with user interests, as captured by the
accounts they follow and their classification in the Twitter
“Who To Follow” hierarchy.
We compare the accuracy of our personal trait prediction
methods with the state-of-the-art approaches that solely rely
on user tweets, and discuss the correlations between perceived
user demographics and interests.

1. Introduction
Social media is rising in importance, taking a significant
part of our everyday life, with services such as Twitter,
Google+ and Facebook are used regularly by over a billion
users. People using these services generate massive quantities of data, consisting of the conversations they have online,
the friendship structure in the network and the pages or
objects their associate themselves with.
Researchers have used these massive volumes of diverse
data to investigate many issues, such as the language characterizing different groups of users [1], [2], user relationships [3],1 methods for predicting user properties, such as
demographic traits [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [23] or personality [10], [11], [12],2 and even user mood variation [13]
and well-being [14].
1. Predicting
love
and
breakups
using
Facebook
data:
http://techcrunch.com/2014/02/14/facebook-love-data.
2. Personality
prediction
from
Facebook
likes:
http://brainblogger.com/2014/06/17/facebook-likes-and-twitter-followerspredict-personality-traits-and-more.

The majority of the existing work on predicting personal
traits of users from their online social network profiles
relies on natural language processing and machine learning
techniques applied to the text that these users generate,
such as their wall-posts and conversations on Facebook or
tweets on Twitter. Such techniques typically examine the
textual content that has been generated by the user, then
apply relatively simple processing converting these words
to features. Such features can be simple counts of the
various words in the vocabulary, or various measures such as
TF/IDF (Term Frequency / Inverse Document Frequency).
Other such features include stemmed versions of the words
appearing in the posts or various stylistic or textual markers.
Although such linguistic features can be powerful in
predicting user traits, this kind of an analysis does not
utilize the full richness of the data in online social networks.
Further, many users do not produce a lot of content, making
in difficult to infer their traits based solely on such linguistic
features. For instance, many Twitter users are listeners rather
than talkative users, and, thus, produce only a few tweets, or
tweet very sporadically. Recent work shows that only 5% of
Twitter users are “loudmouths”, 50% of the users produce
less than a single tweet per week on average, and 20% of
the users have almost empty accounts [5]. Unfortunately,
the accuracy of text based attribute prediction dramatically
decreases when only a limited amount of textual posts is
available as input [15].

1.1. Non-Textual Features and Social Embedding
Researchers have developed prediction methods that use
information other than text contained in profiles. For instance, methods that examine “Likes” in Facebook [11],
[12] achieve excellent performance in predicting personal
attributes, sometimes surpassing in accuracy even labels
produced by human acquaintances who are close to the
target user [16].3
However, such signals may not be present in all social
networks. For example, it is difficult to map Facebook
“Likes” directly to a similar feature for Twitter. A key
3. Facebook “Likes” are not unique their ability to predict demographic
traits. For example, recent work shows it is possible to predict a user’s
demographic traits from the video clips they watch on Youtube [17].

common denominator to all online social networking services is the social embedding; all these services allow users
to associate themselves with others, by friending them or
following them. Thus, the social network can be represented
as a graph, where users are nodes in the graph, and where
edges indicate an association between two nodes as formally
defined for Twitter by [15].
Social embeddings has allowed researchers to leverage
the network structure to improve the quality of predictions
when users produce limited quantities of text [7], [18], for
instance by including the text produced by user neighbors
in a social graph [8], [15] or repying on their following
strategies [19].
In this work we also make use of the social embedding to
predict user attributes, but focus on user interest areas and
their predictive power. We examine popular accounts that
users may follow, and which are suggested as “recommender
accounts” pertaining to specific interest areas.4 When a user
explicitly follows some accounts that are recommended for
people interested in a specific area (such as sports, technology or art), we may infer that they are interested in that area.
Thus, by examining the Twitter accounts that a user follows
and their interest-area identification in the recommender
system, we can find out the interests of the target user. We
then correlate these explicit interests with user perceived
demographic traits, and train a machine learning classifier
to predict user demographics given these interests.

1.2. Our Contribution
We propose an approach for predicting perceived user
demographic traits given their interest areas. We train a classifier on a dataset consisting of Twitter accounts annotated
with a variety of perceived demographics mapped to their
interest areas.5
The demographic trait annotations for these profiles were
obtained via crowdsourcing by asking workers on Mechanical Turk to examine these accounts and provide their opinion
regarding the demographic traits of the account owners.
The interest area tags for the accounts were obtained by
examining highly popular accounts that these users follow
and their classification in the “Who to Follow?” Twitter
recommender system.
Our dataset contains 4,129 Twitter accounts annotated
with 13 psycho-demographic attributes and mapped to the
relative degree of interests these users exhibit in 26 Twitter
interest categories shown in Figure 1.
We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the power
of user interests in predicting various user properties, and
compare our results with the state-of-the-art models that rely
solely on language. Further, we investigate the interest areas
4. For a detailed explanation on recommended accounts to follow see http://www.twelveskip.com/tutorials/twitter/597/discover-peopleto-follow-by-categories.
5. Our goal is not to build a recommender system for interest areas [20],
[21]. Rather, we propose a way to infer user demographic traits given the
areas they are interested in, and to find out what different demographic
groups tend to be interested in.

that users of different demographic groups tend to have. For
example, we examine gender and age differences in interest
areas (as reflected by accounts followed in Twitter).
Our research has several important applications, including online advertising, personalized marketing, personalized
recommendation systems and online search. Furthermore,
knowing the demographics of the speaker (extra-linguistic or
socio-linguistic features) can help a variety of downstream
natural language processing tasks such as language generation [22], sentiment analysis and topic classification [23].

2. Perceived Psycho-Demographic Traits and
Interests Dataset
We now describe how we created the dataset for correlating user interests and perceived psycho-demographic traits.

2.1. Collecting Perceived Demographics
We sampled 5,000 Twitter accounts of users residing in
North America from the 1% Twitter firehouse along with
their latest 200 tweets.
We requested Mechanical Turk workers to examine several of these Twitter accounts. Each worker had to report
their opinion regarding properties of the owner of the Twitter
account: gender, age, political stance, religion, educational
background, relationship status, whether they have children,
their income, as well as their degree of life satisfaction and
whether they appear to be narcissistic. As these properties
were not the ground-truth or self-reports of the profile
owners, but rather the opinions or impressions regarding
them formed by others, we refer to them as perceived
demographic traits.
We also sourced redundant labels for some of the accounts, and estimated the inter-rater agreement on these
properties, measured by Cohen’s Kappa.6
2.1.1. Traits and Inter-Annotator Agreement. Table 1
shows the demographic class distributions for the attributes
in our dataset. The agreement level varied from perfect (gender Cohen’s κ = 0.81), through fair (age, having children,
education and income) to slight (the remaining attributes)
as reported in the third column in Table 1.
As described later in this section, our methodology only
allows us to extract interest area labels for users who follow
enough popular accounts (which are classified in the “Who
to Follow” recommender). We thus had to eliminate some of
the 5,000 users for which we could not determine interests
from our dataset, leaving us with only 4,129 users.

2.2. Validating Crowdsourced Annotations
Many online services keep track of user demographic
properties such as gender, age or eduction as fields in a structured profile information. For these services, one can simply
6. A commonly used scale for Cohen’s Kappa values [24] characterized
values < 0 as indicating no agreement and 0 to 0.20 as slight, 0.21 to 0.40
as fair, 0.41 to 0.60 as moderate, 0.61 to 0.80 as substantial, and 0.81 to
1 as almost perfect agreement.

Attribute
Gender
Age
Education
Children
Income
Relationship
Narcissist
Life Satisf
Religion
Political

Attribute Values
Male: 1,797, Female: 2,329
Below 25: 2,017, Above 25: 1,178
School: 2,723, Degree: 1,403
Yes: 657, No: 3,471
≤ $35K: 1,480, ≥ $35K: 2,648
Single: 2,979, Relations: 1,147
Yes: 1,505, No: 1,773
Dissatisfied: 648, Satisfied: 2,484
Christian: 2,822, Unaffiliated: 1,305
Conservative: 514, Liberal: 1,577

κ
0.81
0.37
0.26
0.21
0.21
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.06

TABLE 1: Attribute class distributions for 4,129 Twitter
users for whom we were able to determine interests.

Zamal’s data (371 users, political labels were collected by
following political accounts) [8] .
Tables 2 and 3 present a cross-dataset comparison results
for gender and political preferences. We consistently used
logistic regression models learned using binary word unigram features. Accuracies on a diagonal are obtained using
10-fold cross-validation.
Train\Test
Burger
Zamal
Our data

Users
71,312
383
4,998

Burger
0.71
0.47
0.58

Zamal
0.71
0.79
0.66

Our data
0.83
0.53
0.84

TABLE 2: Cross-dataset classification accuracy for gender.
extract these demographic features from the profile information, as done in work on Facebook [11], [12], Youtube [17],
Flickr [25] or Google+ [26]. In contrast, Twitter does not
keep such personal information as an integral part of the
profile, so these traits of a user must be inferred through
other means.
Various techniques, such as collecting self-reports [27],
[28] or labeling users based on political candidates they
follow [8], [29] brings data sampling biases, making the
trained models achieve reduced performance when applied
to users different from the population they were trained
on [15], [29]. Other methods, such as asking users to fill
questionnaires [1], [12] can be time consuming and costly.
Our analysis is based on perceived traits: we ask annotators
to provide their opinions regarding other users’ demographic
traits.
To validate the quality of perceived annotations obtained
through crowdsourcing, one can use a dataset of user profiles
tagged with perceived traits to train a machine learning classifier to predict personal traits from the language contained
in the accounts, and then apply this classifier to a set of
accounts for which demographic tags were obtained through
a different methodology.
A disagreement between the classifiers does not necessarily mean that the perceived trait dataset has a low quality.
It could be the case that the alternative method misclassified
users, or that the machine learning classifier does not have
a high enough accuracy (i.e. even if most labels in the
perceived trait dataset are indeed correct, the classifier for
mapping the text users generate to their traits may still have
a significant error on another user population).7
To validate the quality of our perceived annotations
we apply our data to classify users from the existing
datasets annotated with gender and political preferences
using approaches other than crowdsourcing. For gender, we
run experiments across three datasets (including our data):
Burger’s data (71,312 users, gender labels were obtained via
URL following) [5]; Zamal’s data (383 users, gender labels
were collected via user names) [8]. For political preference
we used several alternative approaches: Volkova’s Geo data
(270 users, labels were obtained using self-reports) [15];
7. Further, if ground truth labels were collected while constructing a
dataset for an alternative attribute classification method, we can test our
approach on this alternative dataset.

Train\Test
Geo
Active
Our data

Users
270
371
2,498

Geo
0.66
0.60
0.56

Active
0.53
0.87
0.61

Our data
0.31
0.76
0.76

TABLE 3: Cross-dataset classification accuracy for political
preference attribute.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that textual classifiers trained on our data have a reasonable agreement with
alternative prediction approaches for gender and political
preferences. This provides another indication that the quality
of our crowdsourced annotations, at least for these two traits,
is acceptable. Unfortunately, no public datasets annotated
with other attributes from Table 1 are available, so we cannot
provide a similar comparison for other traits.8

2.3. Extracting Interest Areas
To determine user interests, we first examined each of
5,000 annotated Twitter profiles, and extracted a list of Twitter accounts that each of them follows. The “Who to Follow”
recommender categorizes highly popular accounts into the
26 interest categories shown in Figure 1. For example, there
are 48 Twitter accounts in the News category including the
accounts CNN, MSNBC, FoxNews etc.
We found that 871 of the 5,000 tagged Twitter accounts
did not follow any of the popular accounts classified under
the 26 Twitter interest categories. Thus, we excluded these
users from our dataset.
We are interested in quantifying a user’s degree of interest in some area, as reflected in the accounts that they follow.
As we do not have interest labels for all followed accounts,
but only for the popular ones, we restrict our attention to
the interest-classified accounts that a user follows (i.e. the
accounts that are part of the “Who to Follow” list).
Denote a user u’s list of interest-tagged followed accounts as Fu , and denote by Fui the accounts that u follows
and who are tagged with the interest i (i.e. the accounts in
Fu that are classified in the interest area i in the “Who to
Follow” list).
8. There are datasets with age annotations, but they use very different
age bins (e.g. above or below 25 years old vs. 18-23, 23-25 y.o. etc.), so
we could not perform the analysis for age.

We quantify a user’s degree of interest in an area as the
proportion of followed accounts that deal with the interest
i, given by:
|Fui |
|Fu |
P |Fui |
Since
i |Fu | = 1, we can talk of the proportional
interest of a user in an interest area.

4. Results

3. Methodology

We first measure the differences in interests between
groups of users with contrastive demographics. Our results
are given in Table 4, showing mean values for every interest
category. As discussed earlier we determine whether two
interest level means for users with contrastive attributes a0
and a1 (e.g. males versus females) are statistically significantly different using a Mann-Whitney U test. Our analysis
shows that all differences reported in Table 4 are statistically
significant with p-value ≤ 0.001 (or p-value ≤ 0.05 for some
highlighted interest-attribute combinations).
The results in Table 4 show that most demographic subpopulations differ in their degree of interest in many areas.
This indicates that it should be possible to make predictions
regarding demographic traits given information about the
areas a user is interested in.

We have a set of independent users U = {u} for whom
we want to predict a variety of perceived properties. We
denote the function mapping a user to an attribute as A(u),
where the range of the function depends on the attribute
(male/female for gender, yes/no for having children etc.)

3.1. Predicting User Properties
To predict user properties we train attribute classifiers
Φ(u) using two feature types f (u) : I. Context-based features
(u)
learned from user interests fi , II. Content-based features
(u)
learned from user tweets ft .
We define Φ(u) as a function mapping a user to the most
likely attribute value assignment:

We now present the results obtained using our prediction
models when applied on our dataset.

4.1. Differences in Interests Across Demographic
Trait Groups

(1)

4.2. User Attribute Prediction Model Performance

To obtain interest features fi we get the distribution
over the 26 interest categories for each user. We average
these distributions in a specific user demographic subpopulation (for example, the mean distribution for males,
for those with perceived salary above the median etc.)
The example mean distributions over interests for male
versus female users are shown in Figure 2. We then use
statistical hypothesis testing to determine whether the differences in these distributions are statistically significant.
For example, we can check whether male users are more
interested in sports than female users. For such an analysis,
we have used a non-parametric Mann Whitney U test to
check for differences in interests between groups of users
with contrasting attributes.
(u)
To get lexical features ft , we aggregate 200 tweets
per user and treat them as a single document (similarly to
many earlier works on social network analytics). We remove
hyperlinks (URLs), punctuation, user mentions and tokens
that appear fewer than 5 times in the texts.
For each user we build a feature vector using binary
word unigram features. We have also experimented with
other features including POS tags, punctuation, LIWC lexicon, communication behavior, user metadata etc. However,
we did not find any statistically significant improvements
over the simple bag-of-words features.
We implement log-linear models Φ(u) using scikit-learn
toolkit [31]. We preferred logistic regression over reasonable
alternatives e.g., SVM or perceptron, following results in
previous work on predictive analytics and text classification
in social media [12], [17], [28], [32], [33], which indicate
they have a good accuracy in such prediction tasks.

We now discuss the attribute classification task. Table 5
shows the performance of our classifiers for each attribute,
measured in in terms of the area under the ROC curve
(AuC). We use AuC rather than prediction accuracy as the
accuracy may be artificially inflated by the fact that the
dataset is not balanced across properties. For instance, we
had about three times more people perceived to be liberals
than people perceived to be conservative in our dataset.
Thus, the accuracy of a classifier that predicts “liberal”
rather than conservative without even looking at the data
would be far higher than 50%. The AuC metric takes inbalanced data into account, and is equivalent to the probability
of correctly classifying two randomly selected users one
from each class (e.g. one liberal and one conservative user).
We present the results obtained using Context (interest) vs. Content (tweet) features. We further compare our
results with the state-of-the-art performance achieved using
Content† features alone (binary word unigrams extracted
from user tweets) reported by [34].
Our results show that even when we do not have access
to the text that users produce, and only know which popular
accounts they follow, we are still able to accurately predict
many of their personal traits, in quality comparable with
state-of-the-art approaches that access textual information.
Accuracy comparable to textual methods is achieved for
many traits (highlighted in bold in Table 5), including age,
education, relationship status and income level. However,
for the highly verbose attribute of gender content features
still yield better results compared to context features.
There has been lots of work on inferring user attributes
for texts published in social media. However, the above

Φ(u) =argmaxa P(A(u) = a|f (u) ).
(u)

Art & Design
Books
Business
Entertainment
Faith & Religion
Family
Fashion
Food & Drink
Funny
Gaming
Government
Health
MLB
Music
NASCAR
NBA
News
PGA
Photography
Science
Sports
Staff Picks
Technology
Television
Travel
Twitter

#Profiles

200
150
100
50
0

Figure 1: “Who to follow” profile distribution over 26 Twitter interest categories (https://twitter.com/who to follow/) as of
September 2014 [30].
Attribute
Male
Female
> 25y.o.
≤ 25y.o.
Liberal
Conserv
Degree
School
Relation
Single
Children
No
≥ $35K
< $35K
Satisfied
Dissatisf
Narcissist
Not

Funny
7
9
6
9
8
8
6
9
-

Entertainment
6
10
8
9
8
8
9
8
9
8
8
9
-

Sports
12
5
7
10
7
8
8
6
-

Goverment
3
2
4
2
3
3
4
2
3
2
3
2
4
2
3
2
2
3

News
5
3
6
3
4
6
6
3
4
3
5
4
6
3
4
4
3
4

NBA
15
6
10
8
8
11
8
10
10
9
11
9

Television
8
11
10
9
9
10
10
9
9
10

Music
23
32
20
32
28
18
19
33
27
29
25
29
21
32
26
33
32
24

TABLE 4: Mean interest values in percentages % for 8 most followed interest categories (followed by more than 1/4 of
users in the dataset) averaged within the groups of users with contrastive demographics e.g., Male vs. Female (“-” represents
no statistical significance; highlighted cells stand for p-value ≤ 0.05; p-value ≤ 0.001 otherwise).
results indicate even if a user is completely passive in online
social network, and only “listens” to content generated by
others, we may still accurately predict user demographics
by simply examining the kind of content they consume.

4.3. Feature Impact Analysis
Figure 3 visualizes the predictive power of various user
interests, showing the regression coefficients learned by our
models for predicting psycho-demographic attributes. Features that have higher absolute coefficients have a stronger
impact on the prediction.
The figure shows that some interests are predictive of
one attribute value (red), and some of an opposite value

(blue). It also shows a dendrogram for attributes (rows)
and interests (columns), and groups data based on row and
column similarities using a hierarchical clustering algorithm.
We observe that the most similar interests are gaming and
sports, humor and music, PGA and business, health and
books, Twitter and travel. We find that the most similar
attributes (in terms of interest area coefficients) are income,
age, education and life satisfaction.
The coefficient analysis indicates that:
•

•

Humor, gaming and sport interests are predictive of
users perceived to be young; Family, technology and
business interests are predictive of users perceived to
be older;
Business and PGA interests are predictive of users

Sports 12%

NBA 15%

Entertainment 6%

Television 8%
Fashion 1%

Funny 7%

Music 23%

Other 28%
(a) Male

NBA 6%
Television 11%

Sports 5%
Entertainment 10%

Fashion 3%

Funny 9%

Music 32%

Other 24%
(b) Female

Figure 2: The distribution of the mean interests for male vs.
female users.
perceived to be conservative; Government, music and
gaming interests are predictive of users perceived to be
liberal;
• Unsurprisingly, faith and religious interests are predictive of users perceived to be religious; Gaming
and health are predictive of users perceived not to be
religious;
• Travel interests and MLB and NASCAR are predictive
of users perceived to be satisfied with life, while humor, news and music interests are predictive of users
perceived to be dissatisfied with life;
• Technology (as well as “staff picks”) correlate with
users perceived to have higher education, while television and music interests are correlated with users
perceived to be less educated (high-school level of
education or less);
• Books, travel, health and technology interests correlate
with higher income perceptions; Music, humor and
entertainment correlate with lower income perceptions.
The annotators did not have any access to user interests
during their annotation. Our findings that perceived user
properties can be accurately predicted using user interests
alone highlight the importance and strength of correlations
between demographics and user interests.

5. Conclusions
We studied the relations between user interests, as captured by Twitter accounts they follow, and their perceived

psycho-demographics traits. Our results indicate that such
interests, which relate to the social embedding of the user in
the network, can indeed provide important insights regarding
the properties of the user.
Our technique is based on the fact that there are significant differences between what users of different demographic groups tend to be interested in. We have used
these differences to build a system for predicting psychodemographic traits.
Our results show that in fact such interest areas features
are as predictive of some demographic traits as the texts
generated by users. Some users who are privacy-aware
may limit access to the text they produce, for example
by restricting access to their posts or messages to other
users. Similarly, other users may express themselves in
a very careful manner, in an attempt to make a certain
desired impression on others, or in an attempt to limit the
information about them available to strangers. despite this,
our results indicate that it is sometimes sufficient to observe
what a user follows and what content they consume, to be
able to accurately infer many traits of a user. Such content
may appear to users are less “intrusive”, and they may not
be as cautious with them as they are with the textual content
they produce.
Further, there are many settings where we have access
to user interests but not texts produced by the user. For
example, a user’s browsing history is an indication of things
they are interested in, but contains no text produced by
the user. Our results show that in such settings it may
still be possible to predict a user’s psycho-demographic
profile from these interests. Our models, relying on interest
features, are therefore, an excellent alternative or complementary approach to the existing methods that rely on user
communications.
Many questions are left open for future research. First,
can a more fine-grained hierarchy of user interest improve
the accuracy of our methods? For instance, it might be possible to cluster followed accounts based on the information
contained in them, and use this more detailed feature as a
predictor.
Second, could we use transfer learning methods to take
interests learned in one domain (such as interest areas
inferred based on browsing history or purchased products),
map them to the interest areas examined in this work, and
Attribute
Gender
Age
Political
Religion
Education
Relationship
Children
Income
Life Satisf
Narcissist

Context
0.76
0.61
0.67
0.57
0.70
0.57
0.58
0.67
0.60
0.60

Content
0.90
0.61
0.68
0.57
0.71
0.57
0.66
0.68
0.67
0.61

Content†
0.90
0.66
0.72
0.63
0.77
0.63
0.72
0.73
0.72
0.68

TABLE 5: Attribute classification results reported as AuC
(area under the ROC curve) using context (interest) vs.
content (tweet) features.

Count

0

Color Key
and Histogram
-2

0

2

Row Z-Score

NBA
Gaming
Sports
MLB
Music
Funny
Television
Entertainment
Photography
Government
FaithReligion
FoodDrink
News
PGA
Business
Technology
StaffPicks
Science
ArtDesign
Twitter
Travel
Health
Books
Family
Fashion
NASCAR

Attributes

Life Satisfaction: Satisfied, Dissatisf
Narcissism: No, Yes
Political: Conserv, Liberal
Relationship: Relation, Single
Age: Above25, Below 25
Education: Degree, School
Children: No, Yes
Religion: Unaffiliated, Christian
Income: Below$35K, Above$35K
Gender: Female, Male

Interests

Figure 3: The relation between user interests and perceived psycho-demographic attributes on Twitter. Every attribute (row)
has two values ordered by color red (left) and blue (right) e.g., Satisfied (red), Dissatisfied (blue). The dendrograms shown
on the top and on the left cluster attributes (rows) and interests (columns) by similarity using a hierarchical clustering
algorithm.
use this mapping to predict psycho-demographic traits?
Finally, could one uncover additional relations between
user interest areas and other behaviors in online social
networks, such as the sentiments or emotions displayed?
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